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“1’he  high temperature electrical resistivity, measured between room
temperature and 1000 ‘C, of undoped  diamond films has been shown to be .
a very accurate determination of the quality of thcs:,  films (1 )./~<he
diamond films currently being grown -just abcwt  all’ have the same
rcsistivity at room temperature of around 101’-10’6 Q-cm, which has been
shown to be the apparatus-limited value (2), but at higher temperatures the
resistivities can differ by up to five orders of magnitude. “1’he  best films
now have resistivities abor.jt  two orders of magnitude glcater than that for
natural type IIa diarnond%nd  are significantly ~$tter than the resistivities

/
obtained on the best films only a few years ago.The cooling curves, from
1000 ‘C back to mom temperature, all have a l~wer  i-esistivity  compared
to the rcsistivity of the heating curves. This is believed to be due to some
surface conduction as a result of the formation of non-diamond carbon on
the surface due to some graphitization.  This observed change  in resistivity
is just one of several pitfalls that are encountcled  during electrical
resistivity measurements at high tcmpcratu]es.

INTROIIUCTION “f
,/’

l’he quality of diamond films synthesized by CVD, arcjet and combustion flame
has improved greatly over the past few years. This improved quality has been observed
optically (very clear diamond films) and in the Raman spectra that are now nearly the
same or even identical to that for natural diamond (without the additional peaks indicative
of nondiamond  phases such as graphite, amorphous Carbonoetc.).  Also, the thermal
conductivity and electrical resistivity  of diamond films have approached, equaled and in
some cases exceeded that for the best natural type IIa diamonds (1,3,4). I{owcver,  there is
I-10 quick and accurate method of determining the quality of a diamond film. The Raman
spectrum is sensitive to sp2 bonded carbon (non-diamond carbon) but not other defects
while the room temperature thermal conductivity, which is not easy to measure
accurately, is determined by impurity, grain boundary, and phonon-phonon  scattering. So
a lligl~~>~lrit~s]nall’&  rai~~~lsizc film could have a very low thermal conductivity.
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l’hc electrical conductivity is very sensitive to all impurities and defects involved
in the conduction proc.css  hut it has been shown by Vandcrsandc  and Zoltan (2) that at
room temperature the IOWCSI conductivitics,  of natural insulating type IIa diamond and
the best diamond film samples, are at the limits of the measuring apparatus (i.e. rcsistivity
values higher than about 10]6 Q-cm cannot bc measured). The real rcsistivity  values of
natural diamond and the best films arc thus considerably higher than this “apparatus-
limitcd” value. Diamond films with these high rcsistivity values can now routinely bc
grown, compared to typical room temperature resist ivity values of 108 to 101 S Q-cm on] y
a fcw years ago. Also, the best films have rcsistivitics  greater than that for natural type IIa
diamon?ovcr  the whole temperature range. Several examples will bc shown and
discussed. in addition, room temperate resistivity mcasurcmcnts  depend on the
condition of the surface of the film (2,3) making interpretation of the data very difficult.
1 lowcvcr,  the conductivity of diamond increases with increasing temperature making
mcasurcmcnts easier at higher  temperatures. AS a result, high temperature (up to 1000 OC)
electrical conductivity data can be used as one of the main determinants of the quality of
diamond films as has been shown  recently(1).

l;lcctrical  resistivity  measurements of insulators at high temperatures arc not
simpl~;rind’  especially with diamond,there are a few pitfalls that are specific to diamond.
Several of these pitfalls will bc discussed below and precautions and techniques on how
to avoid them will bc given.

EXPIRIM}{NTA1.  1 IETAIIS

‘1’hc cxpcrimcntal  approach utilized for the room and hip,h;~tcmpcrature  rcsistivity
mcasurcmcnts has been described elsewhere (2). Briefly, the resist ivit y is measured
perpendicularly through the sample, which is placed in an alumina holder. The top and
bottom clcctrodcs arc iridium foils, with the sample  resting OJ1 one foil and the second
foil pressed against the sample by means of a niobium rod (with a small weight placed on
it). Iridium was used since it does not form a carbide with the diamond at the
temperatures used in the measurements. l’his type of electrode configuration does result
in ohmic behavior in the range of voltages used (+-100 V to - 100 V) (1,2). A Keithley
617 clcctromcter (high  output impedance) was used for the measurements. Originally a
guard ring was used on the larger samples but it was found }hat identical results were
obtained without a guard ring on the heating curve up to 1200z~-  as long as the data were
taken within a period of several hours. This result  nladc  it possible  to dispcl$e  with the
guard ring, which is an advantage since it is very difficult to use on small and irregularly
shaped samples. I’hc vacuum ]cvel in the test station was 10-S- 10-6 ‘1’orr.

Tbc diamond films were supplied by several different companies. Astcx supplied
three free- itanding  iilms (white, grey,  and black) grown using {heir high purity and
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standard techniques respective] y. The films were al I 380 ilJll  thick. Crystallumc  supplied
two samples: the first (6 pm thick on Si) was grown a few years ago using their thcl~-
standard proccss,,whilc  the secc)nd one was a frc+standing  clcal, colorless film 30(/mI
thick grown rec<nt]y by microwave plasma CVD using their higl~purity  tcchniqu~.1’hc
Norton sample was a frcc~~~.tanding  .grcyish film 1.1 mm thick grown by their arcjct
process. “1’hc  I.ockhccd  sample was a clca>,~rcc;>tfinding film 80 pm thick grown using
their combustion flame tcchniquc.  f;inally,  t’he Raylhcon  sample was a clca~frce~standing
fil)n 660 pm thick grown using their microwave plasma CVIJ tcchniquc.  ~~1 the samples
cxccp~  the first Crystallumc sarnplc were polished (at least on one side) and the free --/l
standing films were clcancd by us before mcasurcmcnt.

EXPIH<IM1;N”J’A1,  REXUI.TS AND DISCUSSION

l’hc electrical conductivity versus inverse tcrnperaturc  between room temperature
and 1000-1200 ‘C for the two Crystal lurnc, the Norton and the Raytheon diamond films
arc shown in figure 1, for the Lockheed film in figure 2, and for the Astex films in figure
3, ‘1’hc conductivity of natural type IIa diamond is shown for comparison. The
conductivity of this natural diamond is approximately constant in the 10-”-] O-i!Q-lcm”l
range bctwccn  room temperature and 200~... This is the “appal alus-limited” valuc~which
is the ]owcst conductivity the apparatus will measure and rcprcscnts the Icakagc  ‘c~rrcnts
around the sample througl]  the holder (2.). All samples, cxccpt the first Crystallumc
samptc and the grcy and black Astcx samples, also show this “apparatus-limited” value
with white Astcxl’, the second Crystallume,  the Lockhccd, and the Raytheon samples
havyg this valu~<]p  to the 200-300”C  range while the Nor-ton samp]c has it up to about
130 C. These five samples thus all have rcsistivities  that would bc cxpcctcd  to bc greater
than 1 O] ‘Q-cm at room temperature. This is a great improvement over samples grown
only a few years ago (as a comparison with the first Crystallumc  sample clearly shows).
The fact that five of the films have lower conductivitics  than that for natural type IIa
diamond over the whole temperature range, indicates that these poJycrystalline  films have
Icss defects (that arc involved in the conduction process) and arc thus purer than a good
quality single crystal diamond. The NOrtOII  sample was not made with purity in mind but
was rnadc for thickness.~’hc slightly higher conductivity for this sample in the 150-1000
“C range shows that CVCI though five of the samples all have the same “apparatus-limited”

4room tcmpcraturc condu tivity,  the high temperature conductivities  can differ by 2 to 3
orders of magnitude. Similarly, the ~rcy and black Astcx samples and the fh-st
Crystallume  sample have a room tcmpcraturc  conductivity of about 10-’4Q-’cm-’ to 10-
‘ ‘Q-’cm-[ , which is right at the limit of the apparatus, but have a very noticeably higher
conductivity at higher temperatures. These results thus cleally  indicate that the room
tcmpcraturc  resistivity rncasurernent  by itself is ]lot sufficient to determine the quality of
a diamond film. ‘1’hcsc two Astcx samples have a conductivity that only equals that for
natural diamond at the very highest tcmpcraturcs.  This high conductivity is believed to bc
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due to non-diamond carbon  at tlIC grain boundaric~’providing  a conduction path for the
charge carriers. Also, the Raman spectra of most the high’~esistivity  samples were all

{ Jnearly equal to if not idcnlical  to that for natura ‘diamon (with no additional peaks).
I lcncc, the Ram an spectra alone cannot indicate the comparative quality of the films as
high~tcmpcrature  rcsistivity data can. I’he activatiol~  energies of the five low conductivity
films and of the natural IIa diamond are all in the 1.50-1.60 CV range. This energy is
believed to be associated with the isolated substitutional nitrop,cn  (5).

The cooling curves for the five samples arc not shown in figures 1, 2, and 3 but
cooling curves are shown for the Norton sample in figure 4. ‘1’hc cooling curves for the
other samples were reasonably similar and were onlitted  for clarity. There are some
differences in cooling curves which are believed to be due to different diamond
crystallographic orientations graphitizing  at different rates. This oricntatio!ldependent
grapbitizition is currently under  investigation and will be reported at a later date. The
higher conductivity on the cooling curve is due to surface leakage paths that result from
surface graph it ization.  This non-diamond carbon surface conta~];  !!nant  can be removed in
concentrated acids, restorin~  the original low conductivities.  R<)hcating  the samples then
resulted in data falling exactly on the original curves. There is evidence that some
graphitimtion (e.g. a monolayer) starts as low as 450”C (6) and that C() desorbs  from the
surface as low as 250°C, resulting in some surface reconstruction (7). Other contaminants
as well as non-diamond carbon will also result in higher conductivities.  This can clearly
be seen in figure 4 where the conductivity for the film in the as-tcccivcd  condition (not
cleaned after polishin[:  and cutting) has a high conductivity (about 10-1 ‘Q-i cm”’) while
after an acid clean the conductivity drops to the “apparatus-limited” value. “1’hc three
Astcx samples had mom temperature conductivity values  of 10“i f)- ‘cm-t to 10-10 Q-icm-’
before cleaning which dropped to the values shown in figure 3 after the acid clean. Based
on this result it is suspected that numerous room temperature electrical resistivity  results,
reported in the literature, probably were measured on “dirty” samples so were not
indicative of the true resistivity of the samples. As a point of interest, a few years a o the

-IFsamples wc measured only had room temperature conductivities  in the 10-’4 to 10 Q-
1 cm” 1 range (2) and the conductivities  ord y approached that of natural diamond at the
highest temperatures. The quality of the current diamond films is thus significant] y better
than those synthcsi~,ed only a few years ago.

I lydrogen adsorbed to the diamond film surface, as a result of the synthesis in a
hydrogen-hydrocarbon atmosphere, also results in a higher conductivity with a different
temperature bchavicnrr,  if it is not removed. An as-fabricated microwave plasma CVD
diamond film grown at h[~rth Carolina State [Jnivcrsity  had a conductivl;y  that was
approximatcl  y constant at 10 ‘} OQ-icm-l  between room tempy;ature  and 300,\C and then
followed the conductivity for the natural diamond up to 10OO1$;.  On the cooling curve the
conductivity came back to 10-’ ‘Q-lcm-’ at room temperature (3). ‘1’hc lower conductivity
is thus the real conductivity of the film. The adsorbed hydl ogen, which had probably



come off by 300 OC, has a pronounced effect and underestimates the rcsistivity  of the
diamond film if onl y room temperature values arc nlcasurcd.

“1’he effect of surface finish on the rncasured  conductivity was found to have only
a slight  effect as is shown in figure 2 for the 1.ockhecd sarnplc. “l’his combustion flame
grown film had a polished side (where the substrate was removed) and a rough side
(growth side). ‘1’hc conductivity of the sample with the polished side up is as low as that
found for the Crystallume  and Raytheon samples (see figure 1), but is about one order of
magnitude higher than that found with the rough side up. “1’his  Iowcr conductivity is
believed to bc duc to the top iridium electrode foil. which is pressed agains[ the sample,
only making contact with the diamond crystallite peaks and top facets, so not making
uniform contact over the full area of the foil. In the case of the polished surface uniform
contact is very Iikcly made over the whole foi I area and the correct conductivity
measured. This was confirmed by putting a graphite ccmcnt  contact, of the sarnc size as
the top Ir foil, on the polished side and then performing the measurement as usual. The
conductivity was found to be the same as before as shown in figure 2. Care should thus be
taken when measuring rough diamond surfaces. ‘1’he advantage of using press contacts,
rather than bonded contacts, is that the diamond fil]n is in no way affected so can be used
for other tests or measurements.

SLJMMARY

‘1’hc electrical conductivity ot;cvcral  diamond films has been measured bctwccn
room tcmpcraturc and 1000 “C. EVCI though  the room temperature conductivitics  were all

~
very similar and equal to the “appara  us-lirnitcd”  VOIUC of 10-1$ to 10-lbQ-lcm-l, the higher
temperature conductivities  differed by up to several orders of magnitude. These results
thus indicate that high~{cmperature  electrical conductivities  (dctcrmincd  by the impurities
and defects involved in the conduction process) are very helpful in determining the purity
and relative quality of undoped diamond films. It has also been shown that the room
temperature electrical conductivity of a diamond film with a “dilly” surface
(contaminants, non-carbon diamond, adsorbed hydrogent~tc.)  can bc up to six orders of
magnitude higher than that for a film with a clcancd surface. Also, graphitization  takes
place as low as around 450 ‘C, resulting in some surface conduction which results in
higher conductivitics  upon cooling.
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Figure 1. Illcctrical conductivity plotted asafunctiot-l  of reciprocal temperature for four
diamond films: Crystallurne-1, 6 pm thick on Si, Crystallume-?,  frec~~standing  300 pm
thick, NCU_tOII,  flec~standing  1.1 nm~ thick, and I~aythetm> fre~,itanding  660 pm thick. ‘1’he

conductivity of a natural type IIa diamond is also shown. The conductivitics  at room
temperature are the “apparatus-limited” values.
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Figure  2. Electrical conductivity y plotted as a function of reciprocal temperature for a frec~-
standing 1,ockhced  diamond film 80 pm thick. Data for a natural type IIa diamond arc

also shown. l’hc conductivity was measured with the polished side up, the rough side up,
and with a graphite ccmcnt contact instead of the usual lr foil contact.
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Figut-c 3. lllcctrical  conductivity plotted as a functioll  of reciprocal temperature for three
freestanding Astex diamcmd films 380 pm thick. Data for a natural type I1a dimnond are
also shown, I’he white film was grown using their hip,h;purity technique, while the other
two were grown much
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Figure 4. Electrical conductivity plotted as a function of reciprocal temperature for a free;, -

stancling  Norton diamond film 1.1 mm thick. IIata for a natural type IIa diamond arc also
shown. The conductivity of the film with a “dirty” surface (contaminants and non- ~
diamond carbon) was found to bc at least four orcicrs of magnitude greater than that for ‘
the film with a clcancd  surface.


